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New Vice-President
Elected!
November, 18, 1971

YR's .Seek
Election Judges
Northeastern Young Republicans, in conjunction with the
Cook County Young Republicans, and the senior Republican
Party, is engaged in a program
seeking out people to serve as election judges for the Republican
Party in under-manned precincts.
The program is open to any new
voter, or any voter that has not declared in a Democratic primary
since March, 1970. In other
words, if a person did not vote in
the primary for Mayor in F ebruary, 1971 , even if he voted fo r the
Democratic ticket in April, 1971 ,
he is eligible to serve as a Republican election judge.
This program is to insure that
there are honest election judges in
every precinct in Cook County for
the 1972 elections. For a student,
particularly with the financial
crises that students have gone
through lately, there are two major benefits. First, he can do his
part to provide for a fair. and hon-

est election. Secondly, he can earn
from $30-75 for a couple of days
work, and still be doing a civic
duty. All that we desire is that he
do his utmost to insure an honest
election, and fair vote count after
6 P.M. By law, an election judge
must take a ballot from the party
he is serving, so all people in this
program will be required to register Republican in the 1972 primary, although they will be free to
vote for either party in November.
If you desire to apply for this
position, or know someone who
may . be interested, contact YR
president Kathy Wanders by leaving a note in the mailbox for YR's
on the second floor above the cafeteria, or call her at 774-5047; or,
send your name address, city,
state, ZIP code, and if you have
your transportation to
"WILD CARD JUDGE"
2755 W. Wilson
Chicago, Illinois 60625

by Cathy Jones

The main business of last weeks
Student Senate meeting was the
election of a new Vice-President.
Brian Kilmnick, who had been
nominated at the meeting prior to
last Thursdays, declined acceptance due to present involvement
with the PRINT. The next two
Senators to be nominated were ,
John Gaughan and Chris Eirich.
Discussions were held in which
Mr. Eirich expressed the fact that
he would be unable to attend the
Board of Governor's meetings,
due to other obligations. Mr.
Gaughan stated that with the close
of football season, he would be
available to attend. More discussions followed at which time
Mr. Eirich declined nomination
on the grounds that since he would
be unable to attend the Board of
Governors, he could not fill the
position to the best of the student's

EVENTFUL
thursday
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A book on the bio-social origins
of the human personality and the
small group processes, written by
Stan Martindale, associate professor of psychology at Northeastern
Illinois University, was published
this term by the Nelson-Hall Publishing Co. of Chicago.
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John Gaughan

In the book, "Release From
Isolation," Martindale insists that
most persons are taught to adjust
theirself to fit a "personality,"
rather than to adjust their personality to fit theirself, and that this is
an unhealthy psychodynamic that
leads to alienation and emotional
disorder. Martindale believes that
when persons attempt to adjust
theirself into social roles that
don't fit their personal needs, they
adopt either too much or too little
personality and fail to find integrating human relationships.
The self-regulating person, as ·
described by Martindale, has
learned or has been taught to
adopt a personality that fits himself and how to find small human
groups that gratify deep personal
needs. In this view, a person can
change his personality to fit himself whenever he becomes aware
of roles that don't fit.
A second book, "The Sexual
Personalities," is scheduled for
publication in 1972.

PRACTICUM

november
china week activities

10-12 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8 pm.

interests.
Votes were cast and John Gaughan was elected to office. (Official
count to be published with Senate
Minutes.) Mr. Gaughan will serve
with the present administration
until the January elections.

''Release Froin Isolation''

CLUB NOTICE
Thi s is just a reminder to the clubs to be sure to get
their members and officers list to the Activity Office
for posting on their activity records. Also, any spe-,
cial project that members of the club have done for
school and/or community for which they do not
receive renumeration should be reported. All club
activity should be noted and sent to the Student
Services Office to be placed in the appropriate
record s.
Files should be brought up to date as service is
rendered so that members of your club who are
nominated for Honor Convocation will have correct
records when their names are scanned. It will be too
late to be recording past events at the last moment to
the Activity Council Committee to notify us each
trimester.

Dr. Stan Martindale

Any Early Childhood Education major who is in
her senior year and has completed all of her requirements and ·wishes to apply for PRACTICUM must
attend ONE of the following meetings:
Thursday, November, 18, 1971 at 12:00 noon in
AII0
Thursday, November 18, 1971 at 1:00 P.M . in AI08
If you are unable to attend one of the above
meetings then please see Mrs . Georgiou, Room
C425 BEFORE NOVEMBER 19, 1971.
NO APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED
FOR MAY-JUNE 1972 PRACTICUM AFTER
NOVEMBER 19, 1971.
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VETS SEMINAR
Starts TODAY for 2 days
Thurs. Nov. 18
1:00 Little Theater
Tues. Nov. 23
1:00 Little Theater
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Physical Education Department All Faculty

oru
DAN WALKER

Fellow Students:
We promised to inform you of
ca ndidates for state office that
would assist us in our struggle to
help higher education. It is our
opinion that the position of Governor is the most important to
capture. It is al so our opinion that
the man in thi s office mu st be as
independent as possible , along
with ta king an affirmative stand
on higher education. The man that
measures up best to these requirements is Dan Walker, known as
the man who walked the state to
feel what the people are thinking.
Walker says :
" It's not enough to be personall y
honest. T he Democratic candidate
tas k should be to root out coruption
ano dishonesty wherever it might be,
even if it means blowing the whistle
on his own club."

The folk dance club of Northeastern Illinois University is hosting an Autumn Folk Festival,
6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m., November
18, in the gymnasium of the university, Bryn Mawr at St. Louis
Ave. The public is invited to participate. There is no charge fo r admission. Folk dance costume is
optional.

NOTICE!
There will be
no PRINT
next week.
Thelast2
PRINTS of this
trimester will be
on Dec~ 2&9.

Dan Walker acknowledges the
need for a reordering of priorities
in state spending. He seems to
think the tax payers money
should not be used to buy racetrack stock or build useless roads .
Funds should be used for more
important priorities, namely those
fa voring "all" the people of Illinoi s rather than the few .
If you want more information
about Dan Walker, a table will be
set up between the A wing and the ·
beehive. We would appreciate
your support in putting a strong
ethical man in the Governor's
chair next November.
Supporters for
Dan Walker

P.S.
· If interested in working on the
Dan Walker Campaign at Northeastern call Dave at 929-6026 af- ·
ter 10:00 p.m. or Jay at 761 -81 15.
J

The Counseling Center is offering a workshop at 1:00 on Tuesdays in the Conference Room of
the Counseling Center - West, to
help you with any problems you
may be having as you make your
plans for registering for the winter
trimester, 1972, should there not
be time for you to arrange for a
conference with an individual
counselor.

We are students who have become greatly involved in the physical education area. Through this
involvement we have had the opportunity to visit other schools not
only in our area but also around
the country. We have come to realize that our department has not
only one of the better academic
programs but also has some of the
best personnel (men faculty included). Although some people
may not appreciate you, we do.

Forest Hospital
Postgraduate Center

THE MAJORITY

The Library Extended Hours
Committee of the Student Senate
w0uld like to take this opportunity
to thank Dr. Howenstine, Dr.
Goldberg, Mrs. Black and everyone else who made it possible to
extend the hours of the Library
until 8:50 on Friday nights. These
people helped us with their encouragement, time and effort.
They are people who are truly
interested in seeing that the needs
of the student are met. We hope
that the college community will
utilize these extra evening hours.
Sincerely,
Library Extended Hours Committee

PRINT POLICY
The PR I NT welcom~s questions and comments from facu lty and
students. Manuscripts should be typed, as concise as possible, and
sign ed by the author. Letters to th e Editor should be addressed to
FORUM. Rebuttals should be dated no later than two weeks af ter the
original article. Due to limited space, th e PR/ NT reserves the right to
condense letters. A uthors should limit th eir letters to 300 words. Guest
Editorials should be under 500 words and delivered to th e Editor.
Deadline fo r a Th ur~day issue is the preceeding Friday.

The Forest Hospital, in cooperation with the Psychology Dept. of UNI announces a Social Therapist
Student Scholarship Training Program.
The program is specifically designed to train college grads interested in a paraprofessional career in
the areas of community and institutional mental
health. The purpose is to provide trainees with an
introductory experience of learning and practice in
group mental health systems.
The systems include Gestalt Therapy, Psychomotor Therapy, Transactional Analysis, Psychodrama, Sociodrama, Family Therapy, Encounter,
Crisis Intervention and others. In addition to learning
to know and use mental health growth systems, the
trainees will be provided with (I) an introduction to
various forms of psychopathology, (2) training in specialized areas of behavior management, (3) an opportunity for personal emotional growth, and (4) an on
the job internship program. This portion of the program consists of specialized training and actual experiences as a student intern. These specialized areas
range from supportive crisis intervention roles in the
community service agencies to primary roles in mental health settings.
Training is conducted by various members of the
professional staff of Forest Hospital and grads of the
Forest Hospital Postgraduate Center Social Therapist
Program. The training sessions are under the direction of Dr. Robert Willford, Executive Director, Forest Hospital P.C.
Trainees will receive nine hours of graduate credit
in psychology from UNI, and a certificate of completion from the F.H.P.C.
Standard tuition for the training program is
$ 1,482.00. However, the Forest Hospital Foundation has granted a $600.00 scholarship to each trainee and therefore, the total cost to each participant is
$88 2.00. This figure includes the 9 hours of graduate
credit from UN I and all training material s.
The 20 week program will begin on January 17,
1972, and terminates on June 2, 1972. The first 10
weeks from Jan. 17 to March 24 will be devoted to
intensive training. The period from March 27 to April
7 will involve specialized training. The final 2 months
from April 10 to June 2 will consist of a student internship in the specialized area. C lasses will be held
Monday through Friday from 9:00 AM to 5:30 PM.
Since the number in each class is limited, it is important that p9tential trainees preregister by Nov. 15,
1971, and final register by Dec. 30, 1971. The first
orientation meeting will be held on Tuesday, Dec.
7th, at 10:00 AM. Preregistration may be accomplished by arranging for an appointment with Dr.
·Robert Willford, Executive Director, Forest Hospital
Postgraduate Center, 555 Wilson Lane, Des Plaines
Illinois 60016. Telephone 827-8811 . ext. 175-176. '

GSF presents

Maocello Masttoianni
Catherine Deneuve

AID FOR VETS
Veterans Administration reminded veterans studying under
the G.I. Bill that they can hire a
tutor at VA expense, if needed,
and still get the full educational allowance.
About 4,000 veterans received
more than 60,000 hours of tutorial
help in connection with their G.I .
Bill educational studies, VA reported today.
VA officials noted that to be eligible for this benefit (established
by the Veterans Education and
T rai ning Act of 1970), the veteran
must be enrolled under the G.I.
Bill above the high school level on

a half time or more basis.
If the veteran needs tutoring to
pass a required course, VA allows
up to $50 monthly for a maximum
of nine months to pay for it.
These tutorial fees are in addition to the regular monthly education chec k the veteran receives,
and are not chargeable to his basic
entitlement, officials pointed out.
VA urged veterans interested in
tutorial assistance or education
benefits to contact their nearest
V A office, or local veterans service organization representatives.
F or information call: (A .C.
202) 389-2741

The motion picture th(!,t must end . •. to begin.

PRINT ABLES
Hi! We are the PRIN T staff. We live up in E-214 and have phone
extensions o n 270 and 577. If you're interested in helping to run the
paper come on up and see us .
EGO-T R IPPE RS
Brian Kil mnick (Editor), Cathy Jones (Managing It"he1 Editor), Barb
Ulman (Assistant Managi ng Editor), Jane Green (News Edito r), Jack
Challem (Photo Editor), Fran Camberis (Business Manager).
I RR EGULA R REGULA RS
Scott Roudebush, Dean Strassburger, Dana Mentge n, Eugene Barnes & Debbie Washingto n, Steve Gold stein & Barry Feder, Hector Lui s
Rosario & Miguel A. Rios.
H E LP !!! !!! !!!
Bill Bayer, Sandy Bump, Cele Connoly, Jim Palmer, Larry Teren,
Steve Gaffen, T im Coogan, John Gaughan.
OUR LEADE R
Ely (alias Mr. (Shifty) Liebow) is our Sponsor. He's a REA L nice
guy, but if we don't say that the opinions expressed in this RECYC LAB LE PAPER do not necessarill y concur with those of the
admini stration, he may be just a nice guy.

music by

with

produced by

Serge Marquand Michel Polnareff Ftlmsl3/Claude Lelouch
written and directed by

Nadine Marquand Trintignant eo1or by Movielah
A [l~f release

OPENS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER19

1204 N. DEARB ORN • PHO NE 9 44 .3 43 4
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I TODAYS JOBS I
IRS
The Internal Revenue Service
will recruit from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Thursday, November 18 on
an individual interview basis. The
wide variety of jobs available are
described in pamphlets in the
Placement Office. Students can
obtain resume forms and have
them ready for the interview.
On November 22 Mr. James
Mullen of the Cook County Dept.
of Public Aid will interview students with individual appointments from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the Conference Room of the
Placement Office. These jobs are
open to a wide variety of majors.
Also on November 22 Mr. John
LaPore will interview people interested in Fidelity Union Life Insurance. Applicants should have
resumes prepared and be familiar
with company literature.

HAMBURGERU
Ever hear of it? Its the University for McDonald's Restaurant
which trains people for managerial positions. There is a basic and
an advanced training co,urse, and
after successfully completing the
program, a diploma is given. Some
managers are sent for additional
training at the Illinois Institute of
Technology to take the Dale Carnegie course.

Hamburger University is located in Elk Grove Village and the
W o r I d H e a d q u a r t e r s of
McDonald's Restaurant is located
in Oak Brook Plaza.
Anyone interested in working
for McDonald's Restaurant on a
managerial level is invited to come
to an open seminar towmorrow,
Nov. 19 between 10 and 12 noon
in room E-128. Mr. Art Smith will
be the guest speaker and welcomes
any and all questions.

Page::i
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Circus Night

1

;, HABLA
ESPANOL?
If you're looking for a position
that's not just an ordinary desk
job, and one where you can help
people, then the U.S. Dept. of Labor may have something for you.
The Wage and Hour Division of
the Dept. of Labor at 4032 N. Milwaukee Ave. has an opening for a
Wage-Hour Compliance Officer.
The candidate MUST be of a
Spanish-speaking background and
pass the Federal Service Entrance
Exam.
This exam is being given November 20 at the Customs Building and the Evanston Post Office.
Application forms are available in
the Placement Office.
For further information contact Mr. Herb Goldstein, 7362909.

The C hildren's T heatre of
Northeastern Illinois University,
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis Ave., is
inviting the public to family night
at "Circus," 8 p.m., December 3,
in the auditorium of the university. Tickets for the performance
of the play and a variety show as

BLUE CROSS
&
BLUE SHIEtD
CARDS

GET A FREE HEARING TEST,
FRIDAY (Nov. 19 th)
or MONDAY (Nov. 22nd)
in the LANGUAGE LAB BETWEEN
THE HOURS OF 2:30 and 4:30 PM.

ARE HERE AT
HEALTH SERVICE!

onto a circus ground seeki ng help
for Corky and finds help for himself, too. Danny and Corky become a successful circus act and
incur the wrath of a clown whose
act they replace temporarily . The
clown then schemes to do away
with the dog.

well are one dollar. Ticket information may be obtained by calling
583-4050, extension 265.
"Circus" is the story of a little
boy, Canny , who nins away from
an orphange and finds an injured
puppy, Corky. Danny wanders

Flea Market
in the A Lounge
DECEMBER 7, 8, & 9th 10 am to 3 pm

Bring your wares to sell or give away. Tables will be set up and you
are expected to take care of your own sales, wrap or cover them, etc.
If you are a STUDENT, STAFF, or FACULTY MEMBER and
wish to sell ANYTHING, fill in the application and return it to Sue
Vestuto, Commuter Center Activities Board.
Please place applications in envelope on door of E-205.
We also need 2 more co-ordinators. Volunteers get in touch with Sue
Vestuto.
FLEA MARKET SALE

I want to sell my _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
NAME: _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

PHONE NO. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __
ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

The Book Nook

Who will care for your goods and at what time and day (?) .
Nameof seller: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Times of sales: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Day(s) of sales: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ain't no baby no more
come down and see us sometime
Mon. Thurs. Fri.
Tues. Wed.

The

Ultimate
REALISM!

s~,~~RJ
.
! ,/I / /'

8:30-3:30
8:30-7:30

E-047

\11111111111111111

.

=========•!=========
for newspapers, misc. items
and film processing try
our kid
The Student Service Desk ,
in front of the auditorium

The Sensational NEW Third Dimensional
Film Process you have been reading about.
~

Co/"

.w

f '."""""'

VINCE

PRICE·

rrifying rol~ ..

" fIS...
W""
Mind Bending adventure in f
CHARLES BRONSON · PHYLLIS KIRK· CAROLYN JONES
o,occHo a, ANDR E de TOTH • sc•H•••" "' CRANE WI LBUR

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs.
Fri.

8:00-7:30
8:00-5:00

• WARNER BROS.

PAOcuC "0"

•

SHERPIX / STEREOVISION INT[RNA, IONAL PA! Sf "" ''""

LOOP
STATE NIAR RANDOLPH

TELEPHONE ST 2-2321

OPEN 8:45 AM
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a success!
The "Diary of Anne Frank", the Stageplayers Fall
Production opened last Thursday in the UNI Auditorium.
Looked at not so much as a story of Jews hiding
out from Nazis, but as a story of oppressed trying to
escape oppressors, it is a moving story, and a worthy
one to begin the Stageplayers new season.
Cast members, in alphabetical order are: Pam
Astrin, Bob Eichenfeld, Tom Gora, Gail Gross-

Anne Frank Carol Kovitz

mann, Ken James, Carol Kovitz, Valerie Nykiel, Jim
Prendergast, Bruce Urso, and Gayle Wapole, David
Unumb is directing.
Tickets for the final performances are still available. Every UNI student gets one ticket free and
extra tickets for $1.00. People. not ·affiliated with
UN I can purchase tickets for $2.00. Tickets are on
sale at the box office in front of the Auditorium.
There are only 3 performances left - tonight, Friday,
and Saturday at 8:30. Don't miss this fine production!
·

THE COFFEE HOUR
Students, faculty, and administration are invited for coffee and conversation each Tuesday and Thursday at 10:00 AM in Griff Pitts office in
E-2 I 9. All are welcome!

Last call for
I.D. Pictures!!
There are still some Freshman
and Transfer students who l)ave
not had their pictures taken for
their activity card. These are being
validated and will be used for your
I.D. card. Without this the school
activities will be able to attend will
be limited. Pictures will be taken
on Tuesdays from 10:00 - 4:00,
Wednesdays from 12:00 - 4:00,
and Thursdays from 12:00 - 3:00
beneath the cafeteria in the pool
room.

s

HujaIDho

''Anne Frank''

Rafiki
by Eugene Barnes ~nd Debbie Washington

...from Nigeria. It is believed to symbolize Unity.

NOTE:
Dear Readers,
Due to ilness, I was unable to contribute to the HUJAMBO RAFIKI column last week (Nov . 11, 1971). Never-the-less, I am back at
full speed this week . Can't you tell!
LOVE and PEACE
DEBBIE
Black:
To the black community of U.N .I., many of us are in either education or the Liberal Arts curriculum, so let it be our personal conviction
to include our black ethnic brother and sister into Afro-Americaness.
By Afro-Americaness, I mean all of us will continue to be for each
other as is our residual innate quality carry over from our traditional
African fore-father's society. We were-once a free people and we must
believe we will be free again. So let us continue to prepare for that
day of days or tomorrows' tomorrow.
I'm not saying let's go out and over throw the establishment. I am
saying let us continue to ready ourselves for a better black tomorrow in
thought word and deed with each other. Our continued reality will not
happen if we sit back and not take any part in its' development. If a
supreme force created us all then surely we must reunite our black
energy where ever it is today, inorder that we be right side up and
positively in postion, so that we may once again put our black heart
beat into our Afrikan life force with the pulsation of millions of black
folk. Harambi, undugu na dada. Come together brother and sister. Our
ancient ancestors call us and say our day is on the way. Kwa Heri.
RED:
The time has come for us to WAKE-UP! We will never be able to
"get over the hump" living in a B.S. world. Most of US sit around
talking 'bout what we're gonna do "when the revolution comes". Well
BROTHERS and SISTERS it is my duty as your faithful comrade to
inform you that the REVOLUTION IS HERE! What are YOU doing
about it?! This is the time to gain all the knowledge YOU can! This will
enable YOU to teach OUR OWN, in the manner by which WE want
them taught-OUR OWN WAY!! So, I would suggest that YOU start
T.C.B. NOW!! Tomorrow may be too late!
GREEN :
As there seems to be "loose ends at home", these few BLACK
words of wisdom will come in very handy.
"I can never be what I want to be until
My Brother is what he wants to be,
and My Brother can never be. what
he wants to be until I am what I
want to be" .
In plain english- "Let's stop acting like monkies in a barrel"!!!

n
s
•
SHAFER
FLORISTS

BRYN MAWR
KIMBALL
PHONE - 478-6276
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL

(M.R.)

BLACK LOVE
and
BLACK PEACE
DEBBIE

WEEK-END TRIP DEC. 11-12

SKl&RIDE

NISC STUDENTS
&FACULTY

Unlimited horseback riding, skiing (instruction & rentals
available), meals, lodging, indoor pool, Sat. nite party ,

ice skating, etc. Cost $26.50. Call 491~1740.

GRAND OPENING
Shish-Ke-Bob Time 3253 W Bryn Mawr
College Special: Shish-Ke-Bob 70c
free beverage
Hamburger or Hot Dog with fries 60c
free beverage
a variety of sandwiches
free beverage with any purchase

on presentation of this ad.
- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
"eat it with a knife & fork"

.

. "I \
dreamed ·
I saw
Joe Hill
last night. ,
Alive as
you or me.
Says I, but Joe \
you're ten '. :' •
years dead. , /
I never died
says he:"*

(IT'S THICK)

Paramount Pictures Presents ASagittarius Production ABO WIDERBERG ALM

·-

"Joe Hill"

--- ~-b~-

I,;QI

THOMMY BERGGREN Wnn,n_0,,0<1................. BO WIDERBERG,........... JOAN BAEZ

visit our @11' iEnglish dining room

2727 W. HOWARD STREET

IGPI --- i-1 ------1 ·- •.....,. .....
*o'-""""""'...,._·•...,...,...,.~,.....,...,
...... 111CA--., ................... ..,..-A11,.,.,,..,_

f

·---.

MIDWEST PREMIERE

OPEN MON-SAT 11 :00 A.M. • SUNDAY 2:00 P.M.
944-2966

\

:.• ~/ \\..11
,~.:
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''On account of Sid Shrycock''

•
I

The Kingston Mines Theatre
Company will be opening "On
Account of Sid Shrycock" No-

~iller with .music by Dale Gonyea
1s not a play about the '70's. It is a
play OF the '70's. Directed bv

tic hijinks center .around . Ronn,
Joel, Marcia, Harold, and Erika
who find that apartment living
soon becomes communal instead.
Sid Shrycock takes us on a comic
and musical trip into the era of
today.
Performances begin at 8:30 Friday, Saturday and 7:30 on Sunday
with matinee performances on

0

n
s

Saturday and Sunday at 2:00.
Tickets are $3.00 for Sunday and
matinee performances with student and group rates available.
Friday and Saturday evening performances are $4.00.
Kingston Mines is located at
2356 N. Lincoln. For more info
call Harry Hock or John Vanderhiden at 525-9893.

essence
continued

"Enjoying" at Kingston Mines

vember 19th, and will run through
December 23. "Sid Shyrcock"
continues the Theatre's tradition
of presenting original works of
high quality.
The play, written by Marilyn

MUSIC
Dana Mentgen

I'm beginning to think that there's a nation-wide
conspiracy to keep Chicago-based bands from .making it. The latest fact that seems to support my contention is that Mountain Bus, a veteran group on the
local rock scene, is being sued by Mountain, the nationally-known supergroup, ·because of the similarity
in name. The suit states that unless Mountain Bus
ceases to use that name, irreparable damage to Mountain will result. This is a bit hard to swallow, as Mountain had a profit of 1 million, 5 thousand dollars last
year, while Mountain Bus is still in the $250.00-a-gig
bracket. This is hardly what one could call competition.

Terry Lamude and choreographed by Wendy Metzker, Sid
~hrycock launches us into the fast
young contemporary scene of
blue-jeans, braless bodices, and
Women's Liberation. The roman-

I talked to one of the members of Mountain Bus,
who gave me a little information about the suit.
Mountain Bus has no grounds on which they can file a
countersuit, so all they can do is defend themselves,
which wi!l cost about $5000. And even if they win
here (which they stand a good chance of, since
they've been called Mountain Bus for 4 years,
whereas Mountain's only been in existence for 2½
years) Mountain can still take them to court in any
other state. Another bad aspect of this case is that
Good Records, the Chicago-based company that
recorded the Mountain Bus albums, has had a court
injunction slapped on them, stopping them from distributing Mountain Bus records. This in· effect puts
them out of business, since Mountain Bus was the
only group that they've recorded yet.
What Mountain Bus kinda needs right now is the
support of people in Chicago, both morally and fmancially. (Like, going to see them when they're playing
somewhere.) The whole Chicago music scene will
benefit in the long run.
. And Mountain, go pick on someone your own size,
huh?

Having defined George F. Babbitt in terms of indecisiveness, inconsistency and hypocrisy, 1 have meanwhile, gradually found myself
forming an enigmatic identity with hi s precarious position. And I
wonder why, how I've managed to relate myself to these terms .
How can I, who have attempted to embrace the precepts of Sartrian
choice in my life, be guilty-or for that matter, can Babbitt, who, it has
been illustrated, has chosen? · I believe, if it is considered that indecisiveness - closely related to the agony of despair-accompanies
choice so often; and if hypocrisy is an accepted hazard to one who
either does not realize his existential position and perhaps never will, or
one who has not yet matured to the point of making consistent choices
(in the stead of mankind).
This is not necessarily an excuse. In Babbitt's case, choked by the
dogmatism of his past, conditioned by the security of his middle class
business position, he has, somewhere along the way, forfeited his
chance at thought-related choice for independence. He has approached
the quicksand of the heavy decisions of his life and been sucked in. And
only in the deci sion to pursue the patterned rigmarole of his life for the
rest of his days -really understood, truly understood, understood for
himself, George F. Babbitt, by no one but the fairy girl does he show
consistency. Sadly enough.
Is there an excuse for me? Apparently not. I have now, sitting here ,
been gobbled up by the monster-engulfed. The shadow has taken
form ; the myth is reality . I have been, I am guilty of Babbitt-ness. My
formless blob of guilt has taken shape in a mirror- I look to where I
have been indecisive about my own actions and, in turning to act, have
prostrated myself to the angry, greedy gods of hypocrisy and inconsi stency. Yet, I see a glimmer -a final question: Am I not uniquely in a
dilemma?
.
Elizabeth Stevenson, in a critique of Babbitt, revealed that, "by
giving a name to him (Babbitt) and to other recognizable type s, Lewis
performed a boon for his countrymen, and they rewarded him ." I
wonder how many of us the "they" represents, and if it is a significant
number. And I wonder if "they" are rewarding Lewis for helping them
see a little bit of themselves ... Suddenly, from behind that "formless
thing of indistinguishable outline" of mine has stepped -actually
emerged-a question mark stamped HUMANITY.
Fog lifts all around me now; images are becoming quite clear. 1 am
not alone, and I am human-which affords a real, if not necessarily
prestigious, identity. Openly, I peer at that final, clearing image to see if.
the question mark has di sappeared, and if HUMAN lTY remains .

TRIVIA
by: Steve Feder &
Barry Goldstein

1. Who played the following
people?
a) The man from UNCLE
b) His sidekick
c) The Girl from UNCLE
d) Her sidekick

Bryn Mawr-Kimball
Vincinity
Sublet: 7 rm. 3 bedrooms
Frig. Range, Heat,
Water inc.
Available Dec. 1st.
$185.00
Tele: 463-6592

e) The Head of UNCLE
2. Who starred in Run For
Your Life?
3. Who did Hazel work for?
4. What was the name of the
Wackiest Ship in the Army?
5. In the Wild Wild West series:
Name the following characters
and who played them?
a) The star of the show
b) His sidekick
c) The midget Doctor
6. In the old I Love Lucy Show:
Name the Ricardo's best friends
and who played them?
7. Name the three regulars on
Jack Benney's old show?
Steve and Barry Special of the
Week
Name the MC and the three
regulars on Whats My Line when
it was on Sunday night?

The Campus Room
6550 N. Sheridan Road
(Near the Loyola "L" stop)

Announces NEW LOW RATESPLAV POCKET BILLARDS
For Only

$1.25 Per Hour Per Table

ARTISTS

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY UNTIL 6:00 P.M.
COME IN EVERY DAY FOR SOME

Action- Fun - Relaxation
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Newman
Weekend at Bradley U.

We would like to invite you to
take part in a weekend Retreat at
Bradley University sponsored by
U .N .l.'s Newman this coming
weekend , Nov. I 9-21. This retreat is not a spiritual retreat of
silence and sermons. It is a per· sonal sharing experience with emphasis upon interaction among the
group members. Students come to
know themselves and each other
more fully, and discover that the
Good News of the gospel is alive
within them .
Our plan is to assemble at our
Newman Center (5450 N. Kimball) between 5:00 and 6:00 P.M.
on Friday , Nov. 19th. From there
we will drive to Bradley U. The
Retreat will end on Sunday about
noon.
All that you need for the weekend is a sleeping bag or pillow and
blanket. To cover the cost of
food, we ask each student to put
$6.00 into the pot. But don't let
finances stop you from coming.
We hope that you can be with
us. For further info, call Newman
(583-6109).

American kids eat them in every breakfast cereal, every packaged slice
of bread, and other packaged , fatty foods that all of us eat each day .
Rats that have been fed BHT, often show liver enlargement. BHT is
peculiar, in that 75% of it is eliminated from the system within 24
hours , while the rest lingers, and concentrates in body fats. None of this
evidence is conclusive, other tests show no damage-so the FDA cops
out and leaves it on the market .
The State of Wisconsin has banned benzoate and benzoic acid,
popular preservatives found in margarine, fish, fruit juices, confections,
jam, jellies, and soft drinks. Reports are that benzoates killed all the
rats in one experiment. Benzoic acid reduces survival rates and body
by: Dean Strassburger
weight in mice. What does the FDA do? Nothing.
Third installment of a 3 part series
Does all of this mean that these additives are poisonous to man?
With the exception of Sodium Nitrate and Nitrite , which are known
Next time you eat a "red hot", you will be consuming much else,
other than meat. You will also be ingesting either Sodium Nitrate or poisons, it is difficult to tell. But you can stop the food rip-off on your
Sodium Nitrite . It seems that we all enjoy "red" hot dogs, bologna, and
own, not by avoiding all additives and pollutants (which you virtually
can't-even if you would like to), but by avoiding certain foods that give
breakfast sausage. That is the reason manufacturers use these two to
prevent the hemoglobin from the blood squeezed into your meat, from
little or no nutritional value to your body, and could be slowly poisoning you.
turning brown when expose to air. Sodium Nitrate and Nitrite are well
known in chemical circles as potent human poisons, and as laboratory
Try to eat foods without artificial coloring.
carcinogens and mutagens. Think about the following case next time
Try to eat only whole wheat or rye bread, and avoid ALL bakery
you eat meat prepared with these poisons, taken from the New England
products made with bleached flour. The bleach used to bleach the flour,
Journal of Medicine:
DOES get to you.
"A 48 year-old factory worker was admitted to the hospital with
A void "instant" foods. They are mostly synthetic.
intense cyanosis (lack of oxygen in the blood, causing the eater to ·
Don't eat packaged snacks such as potato chips or cheese curls.
turn a bluish cast) ... Twenty minutes earlier he complained of These are synthetics plus being empty calories. If you want to snack,
increasing nausea, became vertiginous (dizzy), vomited three times,
make popcorn at home.
collapsed to the pavement and turned a bluish color."
Don't eat imitation foods. From imitation orange juice to non-dairy
Only one hour before he had eaten a pound of New York Polish creamers, to soy protein products. Soy protein products have much
sausage-a typical market sausage which contained pork, coarse cereal
protein, but to be made palatable, they must be syntheticized to death.
filler, beef blood , artificial flavor and color, and sodium nitrite and
Isn't is worth the extra time needed (not much) to prepare the real
thing? Will the "domestic revolution" mess up the gene pool, and will
nitrate.
From Britain, there is evidence about BHT and BHA, widely used
companies keep passing off unnecessary additives to gain larger profantioxidants that you find in your Wheaties or Cheerios. Britain itself,
its? Will the FDA get some guts, or will it forever be bought off as it is
has banned BHT, and BHA, from all products intended for children.
now?
The politicians in Washington can do something. They can force fair
tests on all additives to our food. Fair tests, reflecting neither industry,
or the "do-gooder ecologist". But will they do this? We can help by
reading the ingredients on the package, the next time we go to the store,
and by boycotting all products that aren't safe and as nutritious as they
would be in their natural or organic state. It isn't easy, working to make
things right never is.

EC0

Don't bet on Your Wheaties!

Baby Book Nook ...
Only a Student Cou_ld Love
Student needs won out again on
October 22 with the opening of the
Student Information Desk (or
Baby Book Nook as it's called by
patrons). BBN , a development
· from the popular Book Nook
downstairs in E-47, caters to those
"little things" necessary to a student's education (pens, paper, notebooks, glue, tape), social harmony (breath spray, chap stick,
combs, emergy boards), sport
(playing cards) health (aspirins &
alka seltzer), and · entertainment
(newspapers and magazines).
Run by students Fran Camberis, Betty Gialessas, Denise Janda, Deatra Kinney, Merle Liberman, Eva Ortiz, and Claudia Switaj, the Book Nook is truly 'for the
students and by the students'.
-Linda Palm, a Civil Service employee, is Manager.
So far, business has been good.
They have even added a film department where Kodak and Polaroid films are sold and processing
by Photo Finish returns your
proofs in a week. The prices are
reasonable too.

* * * Will* * * * *

*
*
*
*

you
find a teaching
job in '72?

Tuesday
23, November
1 :00 Activity Hour

****** *

*
*
*
*

All statistics and scientific experiments were taken from Daniel Zwereling's gripping article entitled, The Pollution of Food, which originally
appeared in Ramparts. I came across the article in the October, 1971
issue of Intellectual Digest, which is a magazine well worth subscribing
to.
A.CE. FOOD DRIVE
FOR THE
AMERICAN INDIAN CENTER
Monday, November 22, 1971
Tuesday, November 23. 1971
BRING ALL YOUR CANNED
FRUITS, VEGETABLES, MEATS
AND JUICES
Boxes for the food will be, in
the hallways.

little love.

$135

00

LIMOUSINE SERVICE

l201) 947-1767
HELP A--GIRL
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• BRATWURS:T & OTHER
"GRE AT " CHARCOAL
BROILED ITEMS
• GREAT SATURDAY &
SUNDAY BRUNCH
11 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Steak & Eggs, potatoes,
english muffins, HARVEY
WALLBANGER, Screwdriver,
Bloody Mary or juice, &

Some body d1d,i'1 1u,1 soy,f:1,e besides the yeort.
y. eor for hllle
Improvement_,. 2,287 of them.

" Hey. •h.is ,, rhe

economycors-lel'sbu,ldone,"

w•

@

If there ·, one th ing

coffee or tea . . .only $1 .95

o,,d there appeared o 1972 learned about ,nolr. ing econ

omy con. ifs th,s:
Foe1 ,,. 25 yeon of Volh. here's no such
#Ogen, preceded ,1.
lh1ng os on over ,
And we pu1 .n some th,ng night su<:ce n .
Volhwogen.

• PEANUTS IN THE SHELL

•~h., •.,n

• COCKTAILS
& HOT DRINKS

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

,60.3S N. BROADWAY
@ BR S• 3S00

Open Eves .
Closed Sun .

.. Prices For The Student's Budget ··

2741 W. Howard St. 973·0990

Call: 676-1171

I

STEREO LP's

$3.19
8 TRACK-CASSETTES
REELS

$4.95

CASUAL & COZY
ROARING FlREPLACES

It wasn't built in a day.

All Sizes - up to 30" high
Price: $1.00 & up

3314 W. FOSTER
CHICAGO 478-1490
732 ELM ST.
WINNETKA 446-7343
( Lower Level of the Fell Mall)

ABORTIONS

"The biggest thing," said Fran
Camberis, "is to let the people
know we're here . Being oncampus can save people alot of
time from having to run to the
store for aspirins or supplies."
Well students - IT's HERE!
Right across from the cafeteria,
(you say they sell Alka Seltzer?) in
front of the auditorium. All it
needs now is your support, and a

Wooden Barrels

1447 N. Wells 664-2393

• Open from lunch till 2 AM 7 Days a Week• AMPLE FREE PARKING

COMPLETE LINE OF

PANASONIC®
NO ONE SELLS
PANASONIC FOR LESS

(i)TJChEI PaC!N~
ELECTRONIC BOX OFFICE
CHICAGOLANDS CONCERT CENTER
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by Greg Kmiec

· and some veterans) rolling in the aisles.
Mr. Gregory was followed by a series of anti-war, -establishment
(expecially Nixon), -army skits which starred Donald Sutherland, Peter
Boyle and Jane Fonda. The skits, written by Jules Feiffer and the
Committee, were some of the most hilarious sp'oofs on Army life,
attitudes, practices, and culture ever performed.
The skits included a song entitled "F.T.A." (it doesn't stand for Fun,
Travel and Adventure!!); Peter Boyle and Donald Sutherland as Red
and Red, two sportscasters covering a battle in Vietnam between the
IO I st Airborne and Charley, both teams undefeated and untied so far
this season; President Nixon consulting his TV advisor about how to
make his news conference enjoyable; and Mr. Sutherland and Miss
Fonda in a Helicopter hovering 2 ft. above Cambodian soil ("our feet
aren't touching Cambodian soil and I don't believe Congress has
passed a law against hovering.")
"And how about all those American advisors in those trees?"
"Their feet are not touching Cambodian soil. Look at all those trees
marching in formation."
The whole screening was presented as an introduction to the Video
Tape Network. And it looks pretty good from where I stand. lfa school
has the hardware needed to present the material (A tape playback and
recorder unit, a video tape camera, and at least one monitor) and pays
the initiation fee to become a affiliate ($250 lifetime), it can rent
programs for broadcast.
The conditions of the rental are unlimited campus broadcast for an
entire week and any admission the school may decide to charge,
(optional), is kept by the school. Programs are in addition to any
produced by the students themselves, which can be sold to VTN for
national release.
Programs include "Fort Bragg Follies", "Millhouse", skits by the
Ace Trucking Company, "Groove Tube", and taped rock concerts
(Seatrain and Mason Proffit to name two). Why not look into it??

by Bill Bayer

Thursday, November 11, was a striking new experience for yours
truly. Upon invitation by a friend who is on the De Paulia staff, I was
admitted to see an experimental and quite controversial film called
"Fort Bragg Follies."
The screening was held at the St. Clair Hotel, in the Manor Room, at
162 E. Ohio St. It was a presentation by Video Tape Newwork of the
National Talent Service. Of course, it was a sales pitch for the network
and its associate , Sony Corporation, so naturally it started with a
super-sales pitch. Given by a Mr. John Moran it was nothing more than
a boring reiteration of some promotion brochures handed out earlier at
the screening.
Mr. Moran was, in one sentence, "A master of superlative adjectives
when describing that which he is trying to shove down our throats."
However, I believe it was well worth the wait to see the flick . The
movie was filmed at a coffeehouse just outside Fort Bragg. It opened
with a revolutionary song by a group called Swamp Dogg which was
above average by my standards. The group was followed immediately
by a hilarious monologue by Dick Gregory. I have never heard such an
ironic, satirical and honest presentation in my life. Mr. Gregory was at
his best and had the entire audience (which consisted mostly of soldiers

ANSWERS TO TRIVIA P. 5

term papers
theses
dissertations

typed

1. Robert Vaughn, David
McCallum, Stefanie Powers, Noel
Harison, Leo G. Carrol.
2. Ben Gazzara
3. The Baxters
4. U .S.S. Kiwi
5. Robert Conrad-James West,
Ross Martin-Artimis Gordon, Michael Dunn-Dr. Lovelace.
6. Vivan Vance and William
Frawley - Ethel and Fred Mertz
7. Dennis Day, Don Wilson and ·
If you have decided that you cannot cooperate with the Selective
Rochester.
Service System, you are not alone. 50% of the people called in the
. S&B Special: John Daley, Ar- Chicago area do not show up. Draft refuser support is ready to help you
lene Francis, Bennett Cerf and stand up for your beliefs. Activities include legal fund, monthly
Dorthy Kilgallen.
get-togethers, weekly dinners for our growing community.
I( you need help , call one of the following:
Jazz Great ODELL
BROWN* THE ORGANIZERS
DRAFT COUNSELING
FOR LEGAL HELP
Thurs. thru Sun. nites,
Draft Counceling Coop.
Sue Hjelm, AFSC
10:30 P.M. MARK Ill
434-6447
407 S. Dearborn
NiteClub
Chgo. 427-2533
87th * Stony Island

DRAFT HASSLES?

IBM electric,
soc per page

Mrs. Cohen Eves. 338-5242

BLACK DRAFT COUNSELING

Jackie Anderson
568-4962

B. B. KING
AIL
"LIVE" IN COOK COUNTY J

Remember, you are not alone!
JO

UDDY MILES
GE TO THE PEOPLE

***

EX

Fort Bragg follies
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You all remember me, I hope .
I'm your ex-Vice-President. I resigned just two weeks ago in order
to have someone attend the
Board-of-Governors' meeting
scheduled between now and the
end of December. I have previou s
employment obligations that prevent me from attending. After I
resigned, I asked myse lf how best
could I serve the student community? I thought of writing for the
Print: just let me tell you what
exactly has been going on in the
Student Government- not what
you've been told , but the behind-the-scenes actions that
you've haven't.
Just how qualified am I, I asked
myself, to write about the Student
Government? I was so close to
the goings-ons as Vice-President
that my view was almost obscured . I observed President
What'shisname running his own
show . I couldn't have spoken out
then, for I would have done an
injustice to my office; by its mere
definition, the Vice-President's
job is to supplement the President . But now, now that I've been
there and taken a step back to
gain an inpartial perspective, I'm
able to tell you things that I
couldn't before.
I just want to mention one thing
in closing. At last week's Senate
meeting- Did I forget to remind
you that I'm still a Senator? That
way I remain just close enough to
the issues I'm talking about to
understand what exactly I'm talking about. - I was approached by
a fellow Senator and asked ifl intend to run for President in next
trimester' s elections. I might as
well tell you exactly what I told
him, just to let you know where I
stand : "Who is better qualified
than one who has been so close to
the Student Government and
knows what is so wrong with it?"
Enjoy your turkey .

. JAMES TAYL
MuosuD
OR
THE BLu/HSL/M AND
ORIZON

WOODSTOCK TWO

*TH DIMENSION 'S
GREATEST HITS

RICHIE HAVENS
ALARM CLOCK

8 Tra

~tj,GARFUNKtL
\.ift'ROUBLEO WATER

CRY OF LOVE
JIMI HENDRIX

T&IIES
Each

& PALMER

NG

MALE:
THE FLARE
THAT DARES YOU
At one time it was daring to
wear flares. Now, flares are
accepted. Old hat. Most flares.
But Male flares still dare you.
They double dare you.
From $7.50
1. Geometric stripes with blue
jean waist and pockets.
Blue jean bells have two sets of suede cloth
double zip-and-patch pockets

THE WORST OF
EFFERSON AIRPLANE
~

s,{,_'(-.
,{,_\)-~~

,~G
McCARTNEY

___________________________
Lincoln Village f,hopping ('pntN

...._

6141 N. Lincoln AvPnUP

INJ-1133
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AMPEX AXSO
STEREO TAPE DECK

o

I

0

Q)

--------

Ampex Features:
• Three Deads for Tape/Source Monitoring
• Sound on Sound
• Sound with Sound
• Pause Control
• Hysteresis synchronous motor
• Automatic Tape Lifters
Performance Specifications:
• Frequency Response 20-20,000Hz@ 7½IPS
40-15,000Hz + 3db
• Signal to Noise ratio -55db
• Flutter/Wow Less than 0.12%

WAS
NOW

$249.50
199.50

GARRA RD SL SSB

DUAL 1218

The GARRARD SL55B is the least expensive
Garrard Turntable which features the
high-torque, co nst'ant speed Synchro-Lab
motor. The SL55B also incorporates other
features such as viscous-damped cueing, and
separate a·nti-skating and stylus pressure
adjustments. The· SL55B with the SHURE
M44E Stereo cartridge has proven to be our
"Best-Buy" turntable package being compatible
with any moderately priced component system.

In our opinion the DUAL 1218 Automatic
Turntable with the SHURE M91E represents a
tr~ly excellent value in a relatively moderate
price range. The Dual 1218 incorporates such
features as separately calibrated anti-skating
scales for conical and elliptical styli,
feathertouch cueing and variable pitch control.
The unique tonearm design of the 1218 permits
excellent tracking capabilities as low as ¾ of a
gram.

AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE ·
PLASTIC BASE
STEREO CARTRIDGE

LIST PRICE
PACKAGE PRICE

SAVE $50.00

$59.50
5.50
24.95
$89.95
59.95

AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE
WALNUT WOOD BASE
DELUXE STEREO C~RTRIDGE

1~11
Ultra-compact, ultra-deluxe! Plays and records
on batteries or AC current ... has pushbutton
controls . . . "pop-open" door for easy
loading . . . other most-wanted features .
Carrying case has extra storage space. Includes
remote-control microphone, earphone, AC line
cord, case and C-30 cassette .

WAS $49.95
NOW $39.95

SANSUI 3SOA
54 WATT
AM/FM
RECEIVER

Features include Tape Monitor,
Loudness Compensation, MPX
Noise Canceller as well as
provisions for 2 Sets of Speaker
Systems.

GARRARD
SLSSB

with SHURE M44E Cartridge
(Package featured above).

SPEAKERS

Two Acoustic Suspension
Three-Way Speaker Systems.

COMPLETE SYSTEM PRICE

SAVE $ 10 Oo(

BLANK Cassette SALE!
BANKAMERICARD

with
this
Reg.

master charge

C-60 Pkg./3
C-90 Pkg./3

$2.95

$4.49

AD
2.00
3.15

Tllalln:■■IIA~A■D

I

10"

$409.80
339.00

SAVE $70.80

Limited)
, Quantity

• • -IIOA,

SAVE $55.40

NOW! A STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM
IN A COMPACT PRICE RANGE

COMPONENTS PURCHASED SEPARATELY

■

49.95

LIST PRICE $200.40
PACKAGE PRICE 145.00

SAVE $30.00

AMPEX MICRO 9

$139.50
10.95

SAVE 30% with this AD

NOW! The Highly Acclaimed Shure M91 E Stereo
Cartridge for ONLY $24 .95 with
your old cartridge in trade .
(Reg. $ 49 ·95 )

SAVE $25.00

The Shure M91 E tracks flawl,essly from ¾ to 1 ½ grams .. .
Thus ensuring longer record life as well as minimizing stylus wear.

